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UNDERSTANDING AND INTERPRETING
F!NANGIAL STATEMENTS
By
MR. B. O. AWOYUNGBO*
1.0
1.1

!NTRODUCTION

any undue financial risks
whicfi may worry shareholders.

Financial Objectives

ln short, if the profits and
dividends of a company go
up, that company's share

Before looking closely atthe
a
inancial aspects

of

f

price will be expected to rise.

company, it is important to
identify and understand the

Asaoseclrerne, sfnreholde rs

will benefit from a higher
income in the form of

objectives of a company.

Firstly,

it is important

dividends and a capital gain

to

from the increased share
price. This is the primary

understand that a company

is owned and principally
financed by its ordinary
shareholders. Therefore, all
the company's net assets or
undistributed profits belong to

2.O
a)

these shareholders as the
ordinary shareholders are the
legalowners of the company.

As the owners of a company

the shareholders, through its
Board, are responsible for the

hiring and firing of the
management of their company.

The principles ol company
finance are therefore based
upon tte assumption that the
objective of management is to

maximise the wealth of its
ordirnryshareholders.

Maximising shareholder
wealth means far more than
simply achieving good annual
profits on a consistent basis.

Obviously this is important,
but in itself is not enough.

Dividends received
(thisbtestweholders
irmmeorreturnonhid
herinves[nent ) .

b)

AII limited companies and
public limited companies
(PLCs) must, by law, prepare

firm of accountants (Auditors)

her share).

who must report on the

When a company's shares are
traded on the stock exchange,

a set of linancial statements
on an annual basis. They must
be checked by an independent

correctness of the accounts.
Once the management of the

the value of the shares (or

company and the auditor is
satisfied that the accounts

shareholder wealth) increases
when the share p.rice goes up.

are correct, the accounts

Although there are many

Registrar of Companies at the
CAC, where they are available
for inspection by whoever may
wish to do so.

factors which can affect the
value of shares that are
outside the control of the

company, i.e. changes
fiscal policy, changes

interest rates, etc.

in
in
a

How these profits are

distributed or retained, will

publishes good profits and

up when the

company

also have a significant impact
as'shareholder wealth'.

attractive dividend payments
and also invests or retains

The weahh of shareholders in

future profits and a growth in
profits and dividends will be
maintained whilst not taking

two sources:

Understanding Financial
Statements

Capital gains (this
will come f rom
increases in the
market value of his/

company's share price willgo

any company comes from

-

objective of a company.
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profits to produce greater
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cBN.

must then be liled with the

Audited accounts must also

be sent each year to the
Federal Inland Revenue
Services (FIRS) in order to

establish how

much

corporation tax a company
should pay on their annual
profits, if any. ln addition to

the compulsory filling of
accounts with the Registrar of

Companies and the FIRS,

paper derivered at the

g

Annual seminar for
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there are several other people
who will be very interested in
the financial statements of a

and the Balance Sheet
3.0

A Profit & Loss account, aiso
sometimes known as an
income statement, is an
historic report detailing the

TheOrdinarySharehdcters

As

he owners of the

company, its ordinary
shareholders will be
keen to ensure that the
company is performing
well and is in a sound
financial position and
hopefully making good

ii)

ii)

borrowing moneyfrom a
bank, the bankwillwant

f

inancial position on

also look for indicators

liabilities on that day.

that the company will be
able to continue to meet

As total assets

its

3.2

The Cash Flow Statement

The cash flow statement, is
now a requirement by the
accounting standard, to be

part of the

cash receipts and cash

around two main stiatements.

Within the framework of
GeneraltyA6septed Amunting

Principles (GAAP) the
accountant has a set of
guidelines to assure a
d e si

rable deg ree of consistency

in accumulating financial and

Standards Committee (IASC)
tries to harmonise accounting
practices across the world, and
many of its recommendations
have been adopted byNigeria.

usually some twenty to thirty
pages long. However, most

The Profit and Loss Account,

Basic Principles

shareholders, a balance sheet

A full set of audited accounts
is very detailed indeed and is

of this detail is centered

4.0

operating data.

inancial
statements prepared by an
organization (SAS 18). A
statement of cash flows

creditors.

profit and loss account.

of the company
belonging to its ordinary

the company on that day.

suppliers of materials,

able to pay the money

total

also shows the company's
shareholders' total equity in

Other creditors, i.e.

that it owes

-

value

OtherCreditors

position and is therefore

a

liabilities = the net worth or

repayments.

inancial

a
a

values of its assets and

the interest and capital

whether the company's cash

actions are revealed by the

particular day by stating the

return. The bank will

company is actually
collecting its debts and

The Balance Sheet

company which shows its

bank borrowing is being
responsibly utilized and
generating an acceptable

f

the statement serves as a
check on whether the

is being absorbed in replacing
fixed assets - neither of which

The balance sheet is
financial statement of

to be satisfied that this

the

period. This sheds light on
the information contained in
the balance sheet and profit
loss account. For example,

shows earnings; it does

iii) covers one year only; it
does not show the net profit
achieved bythe company for
allpatstcdate.
3'1

of cash in

business during the relevant

achieved by the mmpany for all

Banks

a sound

amount

years to date

secure jobs.

etc. will be looking to see

interested parties to judge the
reasons for a rise or fall in the

not show the net profit

assurance that they have

that the company is in

flow statement is to enable

i)

will be interested in the
successof heircompany
and will seek re-

iv)

The main purpose of the cash

AP&Laccountis:

Employees

is

enterprise's f inancial stren gth.

operations in any given year.

dividend payments.

company

investments and debts. lt is
designed to shed light on an

company from its trading

historic, it does not detail
future or possible profits

lf a

for taxes, dividends, new

net earnings achieved by a

A company's employees

iii)

The Profit and Loss (P & L)

Account

company. These include:

i)

generation and utilization. lt
reveals how cash is
generated from operations or
through new capital raised
and how payments are made

Companies are required to
disclose any material deviation
from the accounting standards
in the notes to their published

accounts.

f

provftJes information about the

payments of an enterprise

over a given period. lt
indicates the pattem of cash
21

The

lnternational Accounting

Some of the general
principles which are applied
in the preparation of financial

statements

are

discussed below:-

brief ly
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methods your published

CGt
The assets that a company
buys are normally shown in
accounts at the price the

Statements and Content

between the performance in

There are two forces of

company paid for them,

different years. Often there are

although they may be revalued
from timetotime. The reasons

a

direction in the preparation of
financial statements

new developments in

business, however, that do

that it is generally an objective
measure.

and in such cases

the objectives of
management or

Everyone, both inside and
outside the company, can

and loss statement, there

ownership to portray
what they reason as
important;and

require a change of method,
it is
perfectly in order to do so. ll
the change affects the profit

for valuing things at cost are

i)

amount, although they might

should be a note, either in the
profit and loss statement or
in one of the accompanying
reports, explaining what has

have widely different opinions

been done.

what is materialin his
judgment based upon
accounting concepts,

Prudence

principles, rules and

Prudence also known as

by the companies
act, regulatory and

agree that a purchased asset

cost the company a given

ii)

as

4.4

'historic cost accounting'.
conservatism means that when
in doubt an accountant will err

A company's accounts are

on the safe side. ln this way
losses are recognized as soon

always prepared on a "going"

concern basis. This simply

government
agencies.

as reasonably foreseeable,

means that the company will

while profits are only

continue to trade in the future.
lf the company is about to go

recognized when realized or

The financial statement should

include the following:

Statement of Accounting
Policies
Balance Sheet
Profit and Loss Account
Notes to the Accounts
Cash flow statements

actually achieved.

bankrupt, its account would

very

4.5

pessimistic assumptions
about values, since all its
assets would have to be sold

off for whatever they could

fetch, which is generally
much less than you would
hope for. The going concern
assumption justifies the
practice of valuing things at
cost. We are not interested
in how much all the assets
willfetch

if

are 4.6

assuming that they will
continue to be used

4.3

Materiality
Materiality is an account's
way of saying 1oo small to
worry about'. An interesting
aspect ol materiality is that it

Value added stiatements

FnelBarferoalsummary
Auditor's report

does depends on the size, and

wealth, of the

firm.

Since

Director's report

there is no statutory fixed limit

It is critically important to

on immaterial sums, it does
depend on the company's
audito/s judgment.

understand that the external
auditor does not prepare the
financial statements, they are

Matching Concept

prepared by management.

they had to be sold

in a hurry because we

an

regulations imposed

Going Concern

have to be prepared on

in the case of

independent auditor

on what it is currently worth.

This practice is known

4.2

Preparation of Financial

accounts might be misleading 5.0
and it would be impossible to
make meaningful comparison

The external

This concept has to

auditor

examines the books, records,

productively by the business.

do
generally, with the periodic

determine that the company

Consistency

matching of thecosts incurred
in earning revenues in a

ln the event that there is more

particular period, with the
revenues realized. To the

palithr

than are teatnent for a
transaction, it should be treated

is recording transactions in
accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles
on a consistent basis.

extent that revenues and costs

are not matched with

results

consistenfr from transaction to

precision, misleading

transaction and from period to

of operations will be reported
to management, which in tum
may use these data in making
incorrect decision.

period. This is important,
because if you constantly
change your accounting

and accounting system to

6.0

Auditor's Opinion
The auditor's opinion implies

that in the

auditor's

professional judgement,
I

22
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the accounting transactions
occurring during the period,
and qll the statement

classification have been
presented on the basis of

ii)

material but

not
When current assets are

fundamental.

lnterpretation of Accounts
(Ratios)

7.O

GAAP.

lnterpretation of accounts is

greater than current liabilities,
a company is thought to be
in a good position to pay all
short-term creditors on time.

The current ratio will be
greater than 1 and this is

When there is a change in
accounting procedures or
methods of valuation, or a

the analysis of financial
statements in order to

deviation of classification

weaknesses of a company to
reveal underlying trends in its
activities, and to discover the

When the current ratio is less
than 1, this is indicative of a

have
contributed thereto. There
are three main reasons for

crisis.

deemed acceptable.

discover the strength and

(even though acceptable), an
auditor must disclose thisfact
if in his opinion there
a

causes which

is

matedal effect upon hefinancial

statements taken as a whole.

possible future cash flow

(b)

Quick Ratio

interpretation of accounts.

It is important to determine
the
auditor's opinion. Does the

the qualification in

qualif ication detract f rom a fair

presentation?

for management control

ln some industries such as
manufacturing, where large

(internal management)

amounts of

investment decisions
(existing and potential

stock is held, it is felt that the

raw

materials

current ratio is a poor measure

intended, the qrinkrn panagnaph

credit facilities (bank
managers and large

of liquidity. This is because
these large stock could not
be sold quickly to realize

is usually clear as to the

creditors).

cash and so the stock figure

shareholders)

When a qualified opinion is

nature of qualification.

is

The principal technique used
It is

in the interpretation

generally believed thatthe

circumstances giving rise to

of

a qualification of the auditor's

accounts is the calculation of
important ratios. These must

opinion will generally fall into
one of the two categories.

comparisons.

a)

then be subjected

which prevents the
opinion on a matter;
or
where the auditor is able

to form an opinion on a
matter but this conflicts
with the view given by the
f

= Current Assets Less Stocks
Current Liabilities

a) lnternal Comparison
A ratio greater than 1 is
(lntra-firm)
deemed to be comfortable but
- with company's own
a quick ratio less than 1 is
past
indicative of possible future
- with budgets and
liquidity problems.
forecast.
b) External Comparison 72 ProfitabilityAnalysisRatios
(lnter-firm)
- with the accounts of (a) RetumonAssetsEmployed
other companies
- withindustryaveragesor
This ratio expresses a

wherethere is uncertainty

auditorfrom forming an

b)

to

discounted when examining

the company's liquidity. ln
such cases, the quick ratio,
or acid test ratio is used.

inancial statement

stiandards or benchrnarks
in the industry.

company's annual profit as a

Some of the commonly used ratios

which a company makes on the
money invested in it.

(disagreement).

percentage of company assets.

It is a measure of the return
Either case, uncertainty or
disagreement, may give rise

to

alternative f orms of

qualification. This is because
the uncertainty ordisagreement
can be:
i)

importance
to the overalltrue and fair
of fu ndamental

view; or

include:

7.1

Liquidity Analysis Ratio

(a) The Current Ratio
This is the standard test of a
company's liquidity.

Profit BeforeTax
Average Total Assets
Profit Before Tax
Average Shareholdes Funds

CUrrentAssets
Current Liabilities

23
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CapitalMarketAnalysisRatio

investment and enables him to

debtors are taking longer to pay

(a)

compare this investment with

for their purchases and so
increasing the possibility of

Earnings Per Share

alternatives.

(EPs)

future lossesthrough bad debts.
An average collection period in
excess of the company's normal

calculated as:

The value of the P/E ratio of a
company is a reflection of the
markets expectations of that
company's future prospects. ln
other words, if one company
has a higher P/E ratio than
another, it is because investors
expect its earnings to increase

7.4.3 StockTurnover Period

Profit BeforeTax

faster than the others or that
they consider it to be less risk

= Average Stock

EPS is defined as the
profit aftributable to each

ordinary share of a
company and it is

Number

of

Ordinary

Shares lssued

credit terms suggests bad
credit control.

x 365 days

Sales p.a.

company.

The ratio is used to
measurea$dorpaq/s
performance and it is of

particular importance
when comparing results
over a period of several
years.

(b)

Price Earning (P/E)
Ratio
The P/E ratio is probably

the most

important

capital market financial

ratio for assessing
the relative worth of a
company share.
P/E

Ralb

= tUarkdPdcecfStnre

EanigESfEre(EPS)
The P/E ratioshowsthe investor

the number of year's earnings
that he will purchase with his

7.4

Activity Analysis Ratios

7.4.1 AssetTurnoverRatio

A business invests in fixed
assets in order to produce
goods and services and
generate sales, and the ability

to do so is one of the best
measures of their real work. The
ratio is calculated as:

Sales
Average TotalAssets
7.4.2

Debtors Turnover
Ratio (Average
Collection Period)

Average Debtors x 365 days
Sales p.a.

Any rising trend implies that

24

A rising trend indicates

a

possible slackening of control

over stock levels and the
increasing possibility of stock
obsolescence.

We must stress

the

undesirability of attempting to
draw definite conclusions from
the use of one or two ratios.
lnstead ratios should be used
to help build up a picture of the

company's overall position.
Thus one should ask such
questions as: Are the current
and quick ratios becoming
larger or smaller over time?
How do the ratios of the
company compare with those of

peers? lf the ratios are out of
line with those of peers, what
are the possible reasons?

